Performance optimization of guided, gun-launched projectiles is a difficult task due to nonlinear flight behavior, complex aerodynamic interactions, and unique engineering constraints. Historically, the design process for many smart weapons has been iterative in which a series of design improvements are made until performance requirements have been met. This paper presents an alternative formal methodology for smart weapons conceptual airframe design and optimization based on design of experiments. At the initial stage, a basic aerobody shape is defined along with candidate control actuators and associated design parameters. Based on a design of experiments, a kriging response surface is generated mapping design variables to performance criteria. Simultaneously, a neural network is trained to recognize unstable designs. Finally, a genetic algorithm determines the optimal projectile design with respect to a predefined cost function. By varying this cost function, a Pareto frontier of optimal designs can be generated reflecting performance tradeoffs. A detailed description of the methodology is given, along with an example in which the fin configuration of a projectile is optimized based on multivariate criteria that seeks to maximize range and impact velocity while minimizing angle of attack. Results show that the proposed automated optimization process is a feasible and valuable tool for smart weapons conceptual airframe design. = body reference frame components of total force acting on projectile aerobody X fin , Y fin , Z fin = body reference frame components of total fin control force acting on projectile x, y, z = projectile mass center location in inertial frame α = total angle-of-attack stability threshold α C i = total angle of attack of fin actuator β, γ = regression and correlation parameters matrix for kriging model construction δ C i = ith fin deflection angle ϕ C i = ith fin azimuth angle ϕ, θ, ψ = Euler roll, pitch, and yaw angles
= cost function weights X, Y, Z = body reference frame components of total force acting on projectile aerobody X fin , Y fin , Z fin = body reference frame components of total fin control force acting on projectile x, y, z = projectile mass center location in inertial frame α = total angle-of-attack stability threshold α C i = total angle of attack of fin actuator β, γ = regression and correlation parameters matrix for kriging model construction δ C i = ith fin deflection angle ϕ C i = ith fin azimuth angle ϕ, θ, ψ = Euler roll, pitch, and yaw angles I. Introduction G UIDED projectiles are an emerging type of field artillery system that provides improved precision and reduced collateral damage. From an engineering standpoint, these gun-launched projectiles present unique constraints during the design process. Oftentimes it is desired that control mechanisms be fitted onto unguided projectiles already in inventory, which may be difficult to control due to highly nonlinear flight behavior. At the same time, limited space for actuators and extremely high loads experienced at launch often mean that efficiency of the control actuator is sacrificed for robustness and launch survivability. As a result, the control authority of many smart weapons developed to date is extremely limited, offering enough divert capability to reduce impact dispersion but oftentimes not enough for significant range extension or pursuit of moving targets.
A wide variety of smart weapons design programs have been pursued over the past several decades, including Copperhead [1, 2] , the Low Cost Competent Munition [3] , Extended-Range Guided Munition [4, 5] , and the Army's Excalibur [6] , among others. Historically, the guided projectile design process has been iterative: beginning from an initial concept, various features of the design are altered in a step-by-step manner such that a given performance criterion is improved until requirements are met. Modeling and simulation tools are used to evaluate performance criteria at each iteration of the design cycle. In instances where guidance units are designed to fit on unguided rounds in inventory (for instance, the Precision Guidance Kit [7] and Mortar Guidance Kit [8] ), such an approach may be appropriate based on the extremely limited possible range of design variables. However, in cases where the entire flight body may be designed to enable controlled flight or a variety of actuator mechanisms is feasible, this incremental, serial-type design approach is usually not appropriate. In this case, a serial design process may eventually lead to a local minimum in the design space that may or may not meet the specified requirements. Alternatively, a more modern design process based on design of experiments (DOE) [9] and response surface methodology (RSM) [10] may be suitable. These methods provide a rigorous framework for multivariate design that, when combined with an appropriate optimization algorithm, can lead to a design that is globally optimal with respect to some performance criteria.
Both DOE and RSM have been applied widely in the context of many aerospace systems, including, to a limited extent, guided missiles. Won et al. [11] investigated use of RSM to optimize fuselage and tail fin aerodynamics for a high-speed standoff missile. Schonning et al. [12] proposed use of DOE and RSM for conceptual design of an air-to-air missile, although their approach was targeted at interpolating performance in regions of the design space that could not be evaluated by their disciplinary codes. More recently, Lee et al. [13] studied an alternative optimization framework combining genetic algorithms (GAs) with neural network-based surrogate models of missile performance. While these advanced design methods have received limited attention in the missile community, to date such a rigorous approach has not been proposed or studied in the smart weapons context. In many cases, the unique design constraints and instabilities encountered by smart weapons when compared with missiles can complicate the design approach and introduce new difficulties that are not typically considered in missile design. One example, which of stability prediction throughout the design space, is emphasized in the methodology proposed here.
This paper presents a rigorous framework for smart weapons design optimization based on DOE and RSM. While conceptual design encompasses numerous aspects, including propulsion, actuation technologies, warhead design, and other topics, this paper focuses on aerodynamic and actuator optimization only. The process begins by establishing a baseline aerobody (with associated aerodynamic model) and one or more candidate actuator concepts with associated design parameters. A set of performance criteria is also defined reflecting mission objectives. Then, a DOE is performed using a trajectory simulation model. A response surface, in this case a kriging model [14] , is fit to the resulting data allowing rapid performance predictions from any design point. However, in many design scenarios the projectile configuration may be unstable in a large region of the design space. Dynamic stability for spinning projectiles equipped with a control mechanism typically cannot be determined through simple criteria and is instead a complex function of the inertial and aerodynamic properties. To address this, a neural network classifier is constructed and trained to recognize likely unstable configurations. In the final step, a GA optimization scheme [15] is tasked to find an optimal projectile design using the response surface to predict performance and neural network to predict stability. A unique benefit of the optimization scheme proposed here is that a set of Pareto-optimal designs can be obtained by exercising the GA algorithm along a manifold of cost function weights, yielding the best overall designs as a function of tradeoffs in mission objectives.
In light of the proposed design process, the contributions of this paper are threefold. First, the automated projectile airframe design process is in itself unique and offers a novel tool for both requirements generation and performance optimization during the conceptual design stage. Second, the use of a neural network classifier to enforce a stability constraint during optimization is a unique feature not normally used in RSM and arises from the complex nonlinear dynamics exhibited in guided projectile flight. Finally, the example airframe design problem discussed here involving fin optimization for a range extension projectile represents a valuable case study in how the proposed methodology can be applied in a notional scenario.
The paper proceeds as follows. In Sec. II, the projectile design optimization process is described in detail including DOE, kriging methodology, construction and training of the neural network, and the GA. In Sec. III, an example projectile optimization problem is defined. Section IV describes the results of applying the proposed optimization scheme to the example problem. In Sec. V, conclusions are provided and implications of the proposed design process are discussed.
II. Projectile Airframe Design Optimization Process
A flowchart of the proposed design process is shown in Fig. 1 . The process begins with a Latin hypercube exploration of the design space using a six-degree-of-freedom (6DOF) projectile model. These data are used to build response surfaces relating design parameters to performance criteria. Simultaneously, the same data are used to train a two-state neural network classifier to recognize stable and unstable configurations. Finally, a cost is defined reflecting mission performance objectives and a GA is used in conjunction with the response surface and neural network to arrive at an optimal design. Each major element of this process is described in detail below.
A. Latin Hypercube Design of Experiments
The design optimization process begins by defining a core aerobody shape and an associated set of design parameters that are considered mutable during the design process. The underlying assumption employed here is that flight dynamic performance can be predicted using a so-called force and moment build-up approach; that is, it is assumed that forces and moments from the baseline aerobody and control mechanisms can be computed separately, and then added to form the total. Note that, while this approach can potentially miss aerodynamic interactions between components (for instance, between forward-body canards and aft-body fins), it is commonly employed during the conceptual design stage and forms the basis of many industry standard projectile 6DOF codes [16] (for which substantial experimental validation exists, for instance, in [17] ). A secondary assumption, consequential to the first, is that the effects of aerodynamic interference between components that is missed by this build-up approach do not greatly influence the optimal design configuration.
Under these assumptions the initial stage in the design optimization process is to define a set of N D design variables D fD 1 ; D 2 ; : : : ; D N D g and a set of N P measurable performance criteria P fP 1 ; P 2 ; : : : ; P N P g. Note that design variables may be discrete or continuous. The problem is then to define a mapping from design variables (inputs) to performance criteria (outputs). For small values of N D (in the 1-2 range), this mapping can potentially be constructed empirically through full factorial experiments, where all possible designs are enumerated and ranked in terms of overall performance. In many problems the design space is larger and this becomes infeasible. A more efficient methodology for creating this mapping is to use DOE, in which a set of experiments is performed at strategic locations in the design space and a surrogate model is fit to the resulting data. DOE has been employed extensively in a variety of industries from manufacturing [18] and process control [19] to pharmaceuticals [20] .
The actual process of DOE involves intelligent selection of test points in the design space. A wide variety of methods exist for this purpose, including Box-Behnken designs, central composite designs, fractional factorial designs, and others [9] . However, many of these designs are created for cases involving actual experimental tests where random perturbations can affect results from trial to trial. Instead, during the conceptual design stage, projectile performance is usually predicted by some type of computer simulation model [16] due to the cost associated with running a large number of physical experiments. In contrast to physical experiments, simulation models always predict the same outputs for the same set of inputs, and thus DOEs such as Box-Behnken that repeat experiments at the same design point are not appropriate. To address this issue, a subclass of DOE methods called design and analysis of computer experiments (DACE) was created to generate maximally efficient designs for deterministic (simulation) experiments. DACE experiments are sometime referred to as "space-filling" in the sense that they produce an optimized distribution of points that fills the design space.
The most common DACE method is Latin hypercube design proposed by McKay et al. [21] . Consider the set of r integers f1; : : : ; rg. A uniform permutation means randomly selecting a permutation on the set of r integers with all r! permutations being equally probable. Now let A a ik be an n × N D Latin hypercube (matrix) in which each column is a uniform permutation on where u ik is a uniform random variable on [0, 1), h ik is the level of the kth factor on the ith run, and u ik and a ik are mutually independent. Latin hypercube designs are unique in that when H 0 is projected into any one dimension of the design space, exactly one point falls within each of n equally spaced intervals on (0,1] [22] . As a result, such a design is deemed space-filling and is suitable for response surface modeling using computer simulation. Generation of a Latin hypercube design for variables D fD 1 ; D 2 ; : : : ; D N D g produces a set of n vectors of length N D . These represent the design points at which performance criteria are to be evaluated during the DOE. Performance of each design is then simulated through the use of a 6DOF dynamic model or similarfidelity simulation tool.
B. Kriging Model
The result of Latin hypercube design and performance prediction is a set of n vectors, each of length N P , predicting performance at each of n design points. To construct a mapping from any point in the design space to predicted outputs, a surrogate modeling approach can be used. In typical surrogate models, once a model is fit to the data, random errors may exist between the model predictions at the design points and the actual experimental values obtained at those design points. While for experimental trials this may be justifiable due to random disturbances in experimental tests, for computer experiments it is not and the surrogate model should produce zero error at the design sites. Kriging models [23] are a type of response surface created specifically for computer experiments to satisfy this criterion.
LetŷD ∈ R N P be the kriging model (or predictor) for an input D ∈ R N D such thatP ŷD, whereP ∈ R N P is the predicted performance at design point D. Likewise, let the actual mapping from design D to performance P be given by yD (where the "actual" response actually comes from the 6DOF model). The kriging modelŷ is an interpolation model that expresses the deterministic responseP as a realization of a regression model F: R N D → R N P and a stochastic process z: 
In Eq. (3), fβ 1;l ; β 2;l ; : : : ; β p;l g are regression coefficients and f j are regression functions. By choosing a suitable set of regression functions f j , the regression coefficients can be calculated through a least squares process that also yields a form for the stochastic process model z given by
In Eq. (4), rD is a vector of correlations between z at design point D and z at all design sites D i , i 1; : : : ; n, and the matrix γ is an n × N P matrix computed from the residuals between the regression model predictions at the design sites and the actual values. By computing the regression parameters matrix β ∈ R p×N P and correlation parameters matrix γ ∈ R n×N P according to the process outlined in [23] , the error condition yD i −ŷD i 0 for all design sites i 1; : : : ; n can be satisfied (i.e., the kriging model produces zero error at the design sites). Furthermore, theoretically speaking, by selecting the stochastic process model as described above, the approximation error should behave like white noise throughout the rest of the design space, which is one of the major advantages to the kriging design. The matrices β and γ are computed once during construction of the kriging model, after which new predictions at an arbitrary design location can be obtained extremely quickly just by evaluating Eq. (2). Further mathematical details of the kriging process are omitted here but may be found in [23] .
Selection of a proper regression model during the kriging process can have a significant effect on the interpolation accuracy, because the regression model attempts to capture the underlying trends in the data relating design variables to performance criteria. In general, proper choice of regression model is application specific. For the example projectile RSM problem described below, a first-order regression model is used such that
Likewise, numerous choices for correlation models have been proposed with a spherical correlation model [23] selected for use in the example described in the next section.
A final note is in order regarding the stability of many design points used to construct the kriging model. It is possible (or even likely) that many of the experimental trials performed during the DOE will result in unstable trajectories. For the purposes of this paper, instability is defined as exceeding a given total angle-of-attack threshold α at any point during simulation of mission trajectories. Standard 6DOF models lose fidelity when the projectile angle of attack exceeds about 15 deg or so due to unsteady aerodynamic effects that cannot be modeled without the use of time-varying computational fluid dynamics. Thus, performance predictions at design points at which the projectile exhibits instability are likely to be error-prone and these points should be excluded during the kriging process.
C. Neural Network Classifier for Stability Prediction
Gun-launched projectiles are known to exhibit highly nonlinear dynamics that can lead to instability in a variety of well-known scenarios. Spin-yaw lock-in is a common instability in which projectile pitching dynamics resonate with the roll frequency [24] . Projectiles with nonrigid payloads (such as liquids) may also exhibit instabilities that are difficult to predict through standard linear analysis [25] .
Article in Advance / FOWLER AND ROGERS Instability problems become exacerbated with the introduction of control mechanisms that purposefully induce angle of attack for divert purposes but may also induce excessive coning or even tumbling of the projectile. While classical linear stability analysis tools such as the gyroscopic stability criteria [26] are available for unguided projectiles, the complex dynamics resulting from introduction of control mechanisms nearly always requires numerical simulation for stability determination using a model of suitable fidelity [27] .
The primary purpose of the kriging process is to allow an optimization routine to rapidly evaluate performance anywhere in the design space without needing to run the 6DOF model. A main constraint on this optimizer is that it cannot produce a design that is likely to be unstable. Thus, to evaluate this constraint the optimizer must be able to solve a two-state classification problem: given a design D, determine whether the design should be classified as stable or unstable. However, the boundaries separating stable and unstable configurations in the design space are not known a priori and can be complicated functions of multiple design variables. The potentially complex nature of this stability boundary lends itself to a data-driven machine learning process in which an algorithm is trained to recognize unstable configurations based on observed data, and then used to evaluate the stability constraint during optimization.
An artificial neural network (ANN) is proposed for this purpose. The simplest binary classification network has an input layer with as many nodes as inputs, an intermediate or "hidden" layer with a larger number of nodes, and an output layer consisting of two nodes. The output of such a network will range between zero and one based on how confident the network is of its classification. By setting a threshold T ∈ 0; 1 on the output of the network, the classification decision can be made. Figure 2 shows a basic schematic of the interconnections between the proposed two-layer neural network. An input layer consisting of N D nodes feeds a hidden layer of M nodes, where the value of node h j is computed according to h j qa j (6) In Eq. (6), q· is a so-called activation function [28] and
The output layer values y 1 and y 2 are computed analogously. Biases b 1 , b 2 are set and input values scaled such that y 1 , y 2 ≥ 0 and y 1 y 2 1. Stability can be estimated by applying a threshold to one of these values. Let ND ∈ 0; 1 be the output of the neural network where ND y 1 . Then design D is considered stable if ND > T and unstable otherwise. The example cases shown in the remainder of this paper use T 0.7, M 10, and hyperbolic tangent sigmoid activation functions between all layers [28] .
The
While various algorithms may be used to train the ANN, an error backpropagation scheme [28] is shown here to have suitable performance in an example case discussed in the next section. This algorithm can be summarized as follows. At the initial step, weights between all nodes are randomized. An initial data point is entered into the network and the outputs are observed. Errors are calculated for each node sequentially starting at the last stage and weights are updated using a gradient descent approach. This process is repeated for all points until a specific accuracy criterion is achieved with a subset of the original data, termed the validation set. A complete description of the error backpropagation algorithm is provided in [28] .
D. Genetic Algorithm Optimization
The final step in the projectile performance optimization process is selection of an optimal design. Let the set of feasible designs be given by D ∈ R N D . Then the design optimization problem can be stated as follows:
In Eq. (8),P i D represents the kriging model's prediction of the ith performance criterion at design point D. Furthermore, P i;max is the maximum value of the ith performance metric observed in the initial Latin hypercube design [absence of the ^ operator in this case indicates that P i;max is determined from the 6DOF model itself]. This normalization is performed so that weighting terms w i ∈ 0; 1. In practice, weighting terms w i are chosen based on mission objectives and are tuned relative to one another based on performance tradeoffs. Note that the cost function in Eq. (8) is not limited to standard performance measures such as range and maneuverability, but may also include penalties on more qualitative factors such as mechanical complexity or risk of component failure. Of course, such factors must be assigned a quantitative representation (such as a "mechanical complexity score") in order to be incorporated into the cost function. Likewise, the ability to physically realize a design can be added as an additional constraint on the optimizer. For instance, a certain set of actuator placements may be impossible to physically implement. If known beforehand, these constraints may be defined as an infeasible region of the design space and added as additional constraints in Eq. (8) .
The nonlinearity inherent in projectile flight mechanics driven by active control inputs means that the cost function surface in Eq. (8) is likely to have many local minima, although this is certainly problem dependent. Gradient-based optimizers are unlikely to perform well in such scenarios, and thus a GA is employed [15] . GA is a common algorithm used for global optimization that involves a series of refinements (called "crossovers") and random modifications (or "mutations") to a set of design candidates, usually called a population. A primary advantage of GA in this setting is its ability to find a global optimum for nonconvex cost functions as well as its ability to handle mixed continuous-discrete optimization problems. At the initial step of GA, a set of N can design candidates is randomly generated from the design space D. Each of these candidates is evaluated using the cost function in Eq. (8), also referred to as a "fitness function" in GA. Candidates that fail the ANN stability test are given a fitness of zero. In the crossover step, two candidates are randomly selected from the population with those having higher fitness scores more likely to be selected. The design attributes of these candidates are then combined to form a new design using the crossover and mutation techniques described in [15] . This process continues until a new population of N can candidates is formed, completing one iteration of the algorithm. The GA algorithm is terminated when the observed change in the optimal cost between generations is less than a defined tolerance. The design yielding lowest cost is then selected as optimal. Note that, by varying the weights in Eq. (8) and running the GA algorithm repeatedly for each set of weights, a Pareto optimal set of designs may be obtained demonstrating how the optimal design changes as a function of mission tradeoffs. This will be demonstrated through an example design process in the next section. The example below uses N can 133, a Gaussian mutation model, scattered crossover scheme [15] , and convergence tolerance of 10 −6 . It is interesting to consider how the overall optimization scheme can refine its prediction of the optimal design as new aerodynamic information becomes available during the design process. In this case, the proposed design scheme could be employed in an iterative fashion. An optimal configuration could be found based on the initial data available, aerodynamic data can be gathered at or near this new design point, and another complete design cycle (including new 6DOF predictions) can be performed using updated aerodynamics and a more restricted range of the design variables. As this iteration process proceeds, the design space under consideration shrinks focusing on more precise, targeted optimizations near the selected configurations. Likewise, uncertainty in aerodynamics can be represented explicitly in the design process by defining probability distributions for each uncertain variable in the 6DOF model and applying a stochastic optimizer [29] (rather than the deterministic GA algorithm employed here). Such developments are beyond the scope of this paper and are left to future work.
III. Example Projectile Airframe Design Optimization

A. Design Problem Definition
The example problem considered here seeks to develop a projectile configuration optimized for range extension. Secondary considerations for performance include maximizing impact velocity and minimizing the maximum angle of attack, both evaluated for a maximum range trajectory. Note that there is no requirement in the design process for these performance criteria to be mutually exclusive or uncorrelated (which in this case, they most certainly are not, although they are distinct). Let the controlled maximum range for projectile configuration D be given by RD, the maximum angle of attack at maximum range by AD, and the impact velocity at maximum range by VD. The cost function for this problem is then given by
where weights w R , w A , w V > 0 and the symbol denotes that these values are obtained from the kriging model. For this example design problem, a baseline aerobody is selected and it is assumed that control actuation is provided through the use of moveable canards or fins. These fins are located in two sets, one on the aft body and one on the forebody of the round. The design variables are given as the number of fins in each set (0, 4, 6, or 8); the area of the fins in each set; and the stationline positions of each fin set on the body. All canards within an individual set (forward or aft) are assumed to have the same area. The maximum canard area is a function of the canard set location due to geometric constraints of the aerobody, while the minimum area is zero. Therefore, there are a total of four continuous design variables and two discrete design variables for this problem. Note that for the purposes of Latin hypercube design the continuous variables are discretized into levels but are left continuous when fitting the kriging model and performing the optimization. Table 1 provides a summary of the design variables defined for this problem as well as the allowed ranges.
B. Aerobody and Canard Model Description
To simulate performance of the projectile as design parameters change, a build-up force and moment approach is used. The methodology begins by defining a baseline aerobody shape with an associated aerodynamic model. The aerobody used for this example is a standard indirect fire artillery projectile with diameter of 155 mm (6.1 in.). This projectile has a mass of 2.95 slugs, axial inertia of 0.108 slug − ft 2 , and transverse inertia of 1.40 slug − ft 2 . A schematic of this aerobody is shown in Fig. 3 . Note that in an uncontrolled configuration this projectile has an approximate maximum range of 12.4 miles at a muzzle velocity of 2710 ft∕s. For the purposes of this example, the center of gravity is located far enough forward (at the location in Fig. 3 ) such that the projectile flies in a statically stable fashion without spin until apogee, at which point active control begins.
The dynamic model used during Latin hypercube design is an industry standard 6DOF projectile model [16] . The differential equations of motion governing projectile flight are given by 8 <
: where s α sinα, c α cosα, t α tanα. In Eq. (13), X, Y, Z represent the total force components on the body in a body-fixed frame, while in Eq. (14) L, M, N represent the total moment components on the body about its mass center in a body-fixed frame. The force terms in Eq. (13) include contributions from aerodynamic, Number of fins in forward fin set (equal radial spacing) Limited to 0, 4, 6, 8 Article in Advance / FOWLER AND ROGERS Magnus, and weight components on the aerobody only (not including fin contributions). Likewise, the moment expansion includes aerodynamic and Magnus moments from the aerobody only. The aerobody force and moment expansion is derived from the PRODAS aerodynamic model that is described in [16] and omitted here for brevity. This is a rather standard aeroprediction model that has been shown to be reasonably accurate for canonical shapes such as that shown in Fig. 3 . All aerodynamic coefficients for the baseline aerobody in this example are derived through semiempirical aeroprediction from PRODAS software [30] . Force and moment components from the fin actuators are given by X fin , Y fin , Z fin and L fin , M fin , N fin respectively. The aerodynamic force due to a single fin is modeled as a point force acting at the fin aerodynamic center of pressure. The ith fin orientation is defined by two angles: fin azimuthal angle ϕ C i (representing the fin radial position around the body) and pitch angle δ C i (measuring fin deflection). In this study, the azimuth angle for each fin is fixed for a given configuration and the pitch angle varies as a control input. The force exerted by the ith fin is therefore 8 <
:
where q C i is the dynamic pressure at the fin computation point, S i is the fin reference area, and T C i is the transformation from the local fin reference frame to the projectile body frame. Fin lift and drag coefficients are functions of total fin angle of attack and local Mach number, according to
Fin aerodynamic coefficients C D0 , C D2 , C I , C L1 , and C L3 in Eqs. (16) and (17) are Mach number dependent. The total fin angle of attack α C i is given by
where w C i and u C i are components of the local velocity vector at the fin computation point. Note that stall of the fins is inherently captured by this model given to the polynomial aerodynamic expansion in Eqs. (15) and (16) . A diagram showing fin angles, drag force, and lift force for the fin model is shown in Fig. 4 . For the example studies performed here, fin lift and drag coefficients from a standard NACA 0012 profile are used. Once individual fin forces are computed for each fin, the total force components X fin , Y fin , Z fin are calculated by summing the contribution for each Fig. 4 Diagram of angles and forces for fin aerodynamic computations. Fig. 7 Latin hypercube DOE data with respect to maximum range and impact velocity (fin configurations are labeled forward/aft).
fin. Likewise, L fin , M fin , N fin are computed by summing the moments of each fin about the projectile mass center.
C. Simulation of Candidate Trajectories
In the example design study considered here, it is assumed that all fins are controllable by setting the fin pitch angles δ C i to desired values bounded by δ c;max . If the fin set is forward of the mass center, the fins move so as to perturb the flight path toward the direction of control, while for fins aft of the mass center the opposite is true. This is done so that all fin sets generate a control moment in the desired direction. Further, note that, in the cases studied here, because maximum range extension is the only maneuver required to be performed for evaluation of the cost function in Eq. (4), the fin control is simply saturated in the upward direction just before apogee to yield a maximum range extension [31] .
To simulate a candidate trajectory, the projectile is fired with a muzzle velocity of 2710 ft∕s, zero spin rate, and quadrant elevation of 45 deg. All fins are assumed to be retracted until control is given, just before apogee. At apogee, the fins extend and generate a maximum range extension maneuver. This saturated control is held until ground impact, at which time the three performance criteria are recorded.
IV. Results
A. Example Optimization Results
A Latin hypercube design of 472 trajectories was constructed based on the 6 design variables described in Sec. III. Figure 5 shows example altitude versus range plots for three different configurations (discussed later in this section), while Fig. 6 shows angle-of-attack time histories for these examples. From the DOE data, three kriging models were constructed, one for each performance criterion. The underlying regression function was selected as a first-order polynomial and spherical correlation models were used. These functions were chosen by constructing kriging models using various types of regression functions and correlation models and comparing the prediction error from a second set of data. It is important to note that, because the kriging model will fit the data used to train it exactly, another set of data is required for the purposes of evaluating goodness of fit. Figure 7 shows the DOE data plotted with respect to impact velocity and maximum range. Note the clear trend that a higher maximum range yields a lower impact velocity, which is expected due to the longer glide maneuver. Figure 8 shows the same data plotted with respect to maximum range and angle of attack. Here, a less distinct trend is visible in which higher maximum angles of attack yield higher maximum range. Note that, in each figure, a large number of red points are shown, indicating unstable designs. Approximately 78% of the points in the Latin hypercube design proved to be unstable. In the scenario considered here, this instability is caused by a negative static margin -that is, placement and sizing of the fins such that the total airframe center of pressure is forward of the mass center at some point during the trajectory. While this type of static instability may potentially be alleviated through a feedback stabilization system, for the purposes of this optimization scenario, a statically stable geometry is desired and thus configurations exhibiting static instability are not considered as feasible design candidates. Figure 9 shows the predicted kriging model performance and actual performance for a random set of 472 samples (different from that used to create the model). Note that, throughout most of the design space, predicted performance is reasonably close to that generated by the 6DOF model. The exception is near the fringes of the space at very high maximum ranges.
A two-layer ANN was trained as described above to recognize unstable configurations. The Latin hypercube data were subdivided such that 70% was used for training, 15% for validation, and 15% for testing. Figure 10 shows the cross-entropy cost function value during the training process. The network is considered trained when the cross-entropy error for the validation set reaches a minimumtraining beyond this usually results in overfitting the network to the training data. In this case, the network was considered trained after 28 full training cycles, or epochs. To further evaluate classification accuracy, the 472 additional cases used to validate the kriging model were tested with the neural network. Figures 11 and 12 show the results. In Fig. 11 , results are sorted from lowest to highest value of ND and then plotted with respect to ND. This shows that, for the vast majority of designs, the neural network is relatively certain in its classification value. There are, however, a few instances (around 1% of cases) in which the classifier provides a strong prediction of stability when in fact the projectile is unstable. These are deemed false positives. In Fig. 12 , it is seen that by setting T 0.7 the probability of obtaining a false positive drops to less than 5%. Likewise, false negatives occur when the classifier predicts instability for a configuration that is actually stable. High false-negative rates can be detrimental to performance because the GA may reject large regions of the design space that it incorrectly considers as unstable. Figure 11 shows that by setting T 0.7 the false-negative rate is only 3 out of 472 designs, or 0.6%. As a result, the classifier cutoff threshold T 0.7 is selected for use during the remainder of the design process.
The complete optimization process was performed for a variety of different cost function weightings. Three initial examples explored boundary cases in which only one of the performance criteria was optimized. Then, four different compromise weightings were explored. The resulting optimal designs are described in Tables 2 and  3 . In Table 2 , note that in cases where only angle of attack or impact velocity are penalized, the resulting design has no forward fin set. This is expected because such a design would have maximum static stability and thus lower induced drag, in addition to having less parasite drag from the fins. Compromise designs as shown in Tables 2  and 3 offer a best compromise in each design parameter based on the mission tradeoffs represented by the tunable weights. For instance, in Compromise Design I, the projectile achieves about 8 mi less range than the maximum range only design, but yields an impact velocity 116 ft∕s higher. Likewise, Compromise Design II offers about a 213 ft∕s increase in impact velocity at the expense of 12 mi of range. Notional CAD models of several of these optimal designs are shown in Fig. 13 .
B. Pareto Frontier
A Pareto optimal design is defined as a design configuration in which no improvement in one performance metric is possible without sacrificing performance in at least one other metric. The set of all Pareto optimal designs is called the Pareto frontier [32] . In the projectile design context, the Pareto frontier is useful in that identifies a set of designs that represent the best tradeoffs between the various criteria in the cost function. From a practical standpoint, the Pareto frontier may be identified by exercising the above optimization process along a set of intermediate weights that produces a nearly continuous variation between designs. The resulting set, which is the Pareto frontier, demonstrates how optimal designs change as a function of mission objectives and represents the best tradeoff (given the selected weighting factors) between various mission objectives. If the cost function incorporates all factors relevant to configuration selection, the designer should choose the optimal design from this set. The above optimization problem was solved along a set of intermediate weights with the results shown as open squares in Fig. 14 along with the original DOE data. Note that the performance predictions of the optimized configurations in Fig. 14 are generated from the 6DOF model after the optimization process, and do not represent kriging predictions. These results are also shown separately in Fig. 15 . Note that, in Fig. 14 , the Pareto optimal designs do indeed dominate the performance of the original Latin hypercube samples. This is demonstrated by the fact that the open square points consistently achieve the same maximum range at lower angles of attack and higher impact velocities (although the advantage in angle of attack is more obvious). This observation lends credibility to the claim that the proposed optimization scheme produces superior results compared with a simple Monte Carlo exploration of the design Article in Advance / FOWLER AND ROGERS space. Figure 15 shows the Pareto frontier only, demonstrating how the fin configuration changes as the tradeoff between maximum range and impact velocity varies. When maximum range is prioritized above all else, the optimizer produces 8-8 designs that offer maximum lifting surface area. As the penalty on impact velocity grows, the optimal designs include less forward fin area, finally yielding a 0-8 configuration when the Compromise Design IV in the previous section is reached. Further note that, in the maximum range cases, the kriging model predictions are rather conservative and the actual performance is even better than that predicted during the optimization.
Overall, these results demonstrate the practical utility of the proposed optimization scheme in translating mission objectives and performance criteria into a set of candidate optimal designs. Generation of the Pareto frontier is particularly helpful in understanding the reachable set of performance metrics with a given parameterized design and in creation of an achievable set of requirements. It is important to note that the computational burden of the proposed algorithm is rather minimal. In the example above, generation of the DOE data (472 trajectories) required approximately 15 min of runtime on a standard laptop computer with an Intel quad-core 2.4 GHz processor. However, following generation of the 6DOF data, the remainder of the design process (kriging, neural network construction, and GA optimization) required less than 30 s of runtime to achieve an optimal solution. To produce the entire Pareto optimal set of 133 designs from the 6DOF data required only about 3 min. This low computational burden means that the process can be repeated easily as new design features, updated aerodynamic data, or additional mission objectives are incorporated, which is particularly important during the conceptual design stage.
V. Conclusions
An algorithm for projectile airframe performance optimization using DOE and RSM has been proposed. A unique feature of the algorithm is its use of a neural network classifier to enforce a stability constraint during global optimization. The algorithm further incorporates a GA global optimization routine that, when coupled to the response surface and neural network, produces an optimal projectile design with respect to a specified cost function. An example problem is detailed involving conceptual airframe design of a range extension projectile. Results show that optimal designs can be produced for a range of performance tradeoffs and a Pareto frontier can be naturally generated. Overall, the proposed methodology represents a paradigm shift in the projectile design community away from standard serial design techniques toward a more modern, formalized approach to smart weapons configuration selection during the conceptual design stage. 
